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Abstract This work presents 2D simulations on a cylin-

drical Richtmyer-Meshkov Instability (RMI) in Magne-

tohydrodynamics (MHD). Three studies are presented

in an effort to quantify and qualify the evolution of

the MHD RMI by varying the magnetic field orienta-

tion, strength of the magnetic field, and strength of the

shock wave driving the instability. The orientations con-

sidered herein are either parallel or perpendicular to the

shock wave motion. The second study varies the mag-

netic fields between 100, 250, and 500 gauss (G); while

the third study considers incident shock wave Mach

numbers M = 1.2, M = 1.66, and M = 2.2. These

parameter ranges were selected to be easily achievable

in experiments while the interface perturbation was se-

lected such that its evolution is independent of either
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the shock wave or magnetic field orientations indepen-

dently. It was found that the MHD RMI evolution is

dependent upon the magnetic field orientation relative

to the shock transit direction as well as their individ-

ual magnitudes. This is because the mechanism of sup-

pression, attributed to Alfven waves, is a function of

the magnetic field strength and the orientation of the

magnetic field while the mechanism of RMI evolution,

baroclinic vorticity deposition, is a function of the Mach

number. Stronger magnetic fields were found to provide

greater mixing suppression and have significant effects

on RMI-like interface morphology. Finally, increasing

the shock wave strength generated competing effects

between higher RMI vorticity deposition and greater

vorticity removal from the interface by faster Alfven

waves.

Keywords Hydrodynamics, Magnetohydrodynamics,

Richtmyer-Meshkov Instability

PACS 47.40.Nm · 47.35.-i · 47.55.-t

1 Introduction

As high energy density (HED) research continues to

grow, Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) has become an

important research field due to its presence in vari-

ous applications. In astrophysics, where the physical

medium is typically ionized and can experience mag-

netic fields, the inclusion MHD effects can provide physi-

cists with greater insight into cosmological evolution [1,

2]. Engineered HED systems, like Inertial Confinement

Fusion (ICF) studied at the National Ignition Facility

(NIF), typically experience an array of complex physi-

cal phenomena from shock-driven accelerations to solid-

plasma phase change. The transition to a plasma state
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alone encourages the consideration of MHD effects, but

some systems may be further complicated by externally

applied magnetic fields. For example, experiments per-

formed at the Laboratory for Laser Energetics utiliz-

ing the Omega Laser on NIF capsules incorporated an

external magnetic field [3], thus exhibiting MHD inter-

actions between the plasma and the magnetic field. A

promising potential alternative to ICF is Magnetized

Liner Inertial Fusion (MagLIF ), where a target under-

goes magnetically driven compression and then is laser

heated to extreme temperatures while being magnet-

ically confined [4,5]. Similar to the NIF and OMEGA

experiments, MagLIF also experiences shock driven hy-

drodynamics, phase change to plasma, and an external

magnetic field; thus, understanding how magnetohy-

drodynamics affect these instabilities can provide much

needed insight into improving the experimental yield of

these processes [6–8].

In much of the research directed towards HED sys-

tems, however, a classic hydrodynamics approach is of-

ten taken. While this can provide important insight,

once the system transitions into a plasma state the nec-

essary physics required to accurately understand the

system transition from hydrodynamics into the study

of electrically conducting fluids. This is even more im-

portant in the presence of an external magnetic field,

where MHD effects can cause significant departure from

classic hydrodynamics [9]. One area of research which

has provided significant insight into the hydrodynamics

of these systems is the study of the Richtmyer-Meshkov

Instability (RMI). The study of the RMI has been ap-

plied in astrophysics where its inclusion increases accu-

racy when modeling the behavior of super novae [10]. It

has been observed in ICF where shock waves penetrate

several layers of different densities with perturbations

in each layer. These layers experience both the RMI

and the Rayleigh-Taylor Instability (RTI) [11,9]. Due

to the instabilities at these layers, the local electron

temperatures are lowered and the energy yield poten-

tial is rapidly diminished, therefore it is desirable to

mitigate the growth of these instabilities.

The RMI [12,13] is a hydrodynamic instability re-

sulting from three main ingredients: a pressure gradi-

ent, a density gradient, and some misalignment between

them. The pressure gradient, provided by a shock wave

(impulsive acceleration), propagates through the mis-

aligned density gradient and deposits vorticity. The de-

pendence upon the interaction of these ingredients can

be seen in the baroclinic term in the vorticity conserva-

tion equation, Eq. 1. The vorticity, ω, is a function of u,

ν, ρ, and P , or the velocity, kinematic viscosity, density,

and pressure while the subscripts t, i, j, and k denote

time and spatial coordinates. This vorticity then acts to

stretch the area of the interface, or the density gradient,

and rapidly increases the mixing; driving a stable inter-

face to eventually transition toward decaying turbulent

mixing.

∂−→ω
∂t

+ (−→u · ∇)−→ω =

(−→ω · ∇)−→u −−→ω (∇ · −→u ) + [
1

ρ2
∇ρ×∇P ]baroclinic

(1)

The amount of vorticity deposition is directly re-

lated to the strength of the pressure and density gra-

dients. The strength of the pressure gradient can be

represented by the Mach number, M = u1/a, with a

larger M depositing more vorticity. M is a function of

the fluid velocity over the speed of sound in that fluid,

a. The density gradient is given by the Atwood num-

ber, A = (ρ2 − ρ1)/(ρ2 + ρ1), a non-dimensional ratio

of the differences between ρ2 and ρ1 to their sum; here

the subscripts 1 and 2 differentiate the upstream and

downstream (interface) fluids respectively. Just as M

and A represent the strength of the pressure and den-

sity gradients, the misalignment of the two can be con-

sidered as the linearity of the interface, η0/λ, or the

amplitude of the interface over the wavelength. It was

shown by Richtmyer’s [12] linear model that the lower

this ratio is, the weaker the instability that will form

and vice-versa.

While experiments have been done which may in-

clude the MHD RMI, these experiments were done in

large-scale facilities (e.g. MagLIF [4,5] and OMEGA [3]

experiments) and were not done to study this particular

instability. However, the literature which explores the
RMI can still provide insight for these applications. To

better understand the RMI, experimentalists have stud-

ied various interface perturbations, species for the den-

sity gradient, and methods to create pressure gradients.

While the most common way to create the pressure

gradient experimentally is in a mechanical shock tube,

which utilizes the release of high pressure into a lower

pressure region; both laser-driven shock waves [14] and

gravity-driven sleds [15,16] have been utilized. Exper-

imentalists have also studied a wide range of interface

configurations. Gas-bubble interactions have been used

to deposit a bubble of ρ2 into a shock tube containing

a gas at ρ1 [17]. Similarly, other groups have flown gas

cylinders into a shock tube to create the density gra-

dient [18–20]. Spherical and cylindrical interfaces both

create a two-interface system as the shock wave must

travel from one density, into the sphere/cylinder, and

back out into the original fluid, and thus share simi-

lar theory. The work presented within this paper will

consider a cylindrical interface in a shock tube envi-
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ronment through simulations. More traditional wave-

like interfaces have been studied as well, where some

groups have generated a sinusoidal interface [21–23] or

used the shear-flow Kelvin-Helmholtz instability [24]. A

half wavelength like inclined interface was also studied

extensively experimentally and in simulations [25–28].

While the authors know of no MHD RMI experi-

ments done to date, there have been groups who have

begun to study the MHD RMI through simulations and

theory. Samtaney [29] studied an inclined MHD RMI,

with a magnetic field parallel to the shock wave di-

rection and compared it to an inclined RMI without a

magnetic field. In this work, it was shown that the mag-

netic field suppresses RMI growth and mixing. Wheat-

ley et al. [30–32] and Mostert et al. [33,34] continued

this work and studied a sinusoidal interface in planar

and converging cylindrical/spherical geometries. Across

several articles these authors performed a full paramet-

ric study to include the effects of magnetic field orien-

tation, increasing M , the ratio of η to λ, Atwood num-

ber, and non-dimensional magnetic strength. The non-

dimensional magnetic strength, shown in Eq. 2, repre-

sents the ratio of thermodynamic pressure to magnetic

pressure and is a function of the magnetic permeabil-

ity, µ0, and the magnetic field strength, B. They found

that, while the Mach number and Atwood number ef-

fects were similar to those in classic hydrodynamics,

by varying the orientation of the magnetic field to be

normal or transverse to the interface the RMI in MHD

would exhibit different qualitative evolution and sup-

pressed growth rates; and that increasing the magnetic

field strength further dampened the instability.

Although the MHD RMI is a relatively new field,

there is a wealth of literature which explores the RMI

through simulations which can be informative. While

this research focuses on the RMI without MHD effects,

these methods and codes are often used to inform re-

searchers on fusion applications and astrophysics [35,

36]. Many of these codes solve the hydrodynamics through

nominally second-order large-eddy simulations utiliz-

ing Eulerian [37–39] and arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian

schemes [27,40] for a wide range of perturbations and

initial conditions. Other have used higher order meth-

ods [41–43]. This work will utilize the second order arbi-

trary Lagrangian-Eulerian hydrocode FLAG, developed

at Los Alamos National Laboratory, which is discussed

further in Section 2 and in previous works [44,45].

β =
2Pµ0

B2
(2)

To better illustrate the differences between the RMI

and the MHD RMI, Fig. 1 shows a simple schematic of

their evolutions through time. Figure 1A) shows the

traditional RMI with a cylindrical interface. Here a

pressure gradient, shown as a shock wave, travels through

a shock tube domain and eventually transits the inter-

face. This interface provides the density gradient and

is either another species with a different density or

the same species at a different thermodynamic state.

During the interaction of these two misaligned gradi-

ents, baroclinic vorticity is deposited along the inter-

face. Typically, the shock wave then travels past the in-

terface and down the domain while the interface moves

at the post shock velocity and eventually transitions to

turbulent mixing due to the vorticity deposition. How-

ever, this is not always the case in MHD.

It was previously mentioned that when compared

to the RMI, the MHD RMI can show significant sup-

pression of mixing [29–31]. This suppression can be at-

tributed to waves, which exist in MHD but not in classic

hydrodynamics, that work to remove vorticity from the

interface. These waves are known to be both hydromag-

netic and magnetosonic waves [32]; the effects of which

can be seen in Fig. 1B). In this figure waves form at the

interface due to the presence of the magnetic field. As

vorticity is deposited along the interface, a velocity gra-

dient appears with components both perpendicular and

parallel to the interface. These disturbances, or velocity

components, are then propagated away from the inter-

face due to the magnetic field as either Alfven waves, for

the velocity along the magnetic field, or magnetosonic

waves, for the velocity perpendicular to the magnetic

field [46]. Thus, in the presence of a sufficiently strong

magnetic field the RMI in MHD is suppressed as the

mechanism of growth is no longer able to act on the

interface. Figure 1B) shows a magnetic field orienta-

tion perpendicular to the shock transit. For any field

orientation both magnetosonic and Alfven waves will

occur, acting to stretch and remove the vorticity from

the interface, though the degree of and mechanisms for

damping the RMI change with orientation of the field

to the shock direction.

Similarly, one can find the dispersion relation for

these waves when considering the ideal MHD equations.

The transition from classic hydrodynamics to MHD de-

mands additions to the equations used to solve these

systems. These ideal MHD equations are shown as Eqs.

3 through 8 and are the continuity, momentum, en-

ergy, amperes law, and Gausss law of magnetism re-

spectively. While the continuity equation, Eq. 3, re-

mains unchanged and is only a function of the density

and velocity, the other equations are either modified or

complete additions to the system of equations.

The momentum equation, Eq. 4, has the addition of

the electromagnetic forces which are represented by the

cross product of the current density, shown as J , and
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Fig. 1 2D schematic of the cylindrical Richtmyer-Meshkov
Instability driven by a shock wave in A) traditional hydrody-
namics and B) with magnetohydrodynamic effects.

the magnetic field, given as εijkJjBk over the speed

of light, c. This term is the Lorentz force without an

externally applied electric field. Amperes law expands

the Lorentz force in as Eq. 6 to give Eq. 7. This form of

the Lorentz force has a right-hand side whose first term

gives the magnetic tension force, that acts to straighten

any disturbed magnetic field lines giving rise to the

MHD waves, and the magnetic pressure. Equation 5

contains e, which is the total energy per unit volume.

It is from the interaction of the motion of charge, ei-

ther parallel or perpendicular to the magnetic field, that

gives rise to the MHD waves. In fact, the MHD wave

dispersion equations can be easily derived for either ori-

entation [46]. While the derivation will not be covered

within this work, the dispersion relations are used to

find the velocity at which the MHD waves propagate. A

MHD wave will propagate perpendicular to a magnetic

field at the Alfven velocity, given as vA = B/
√
µ0ρ.

This wave is known as the hydromagnetic wave and

is a function of the magnetic field strength. Similarly,

the MHD wave which propagates along a magnetic field

line is called the magnetosonic wave, which can be cal-

culated as Eq. 9. The velocity of this wave is in terms of

the phase velocity, Ω/k. This wave is sometimes called

a fast hydromagnetic wave as it can be written as a

function of the Alfven velocity, vA. The magnetosonic

velocity is also a function of the speed of light and the

acoustic velocity or c, and vs. Its important to note

that the magnetosonic velocity will tend towards the

acoustic velocity as B goes to 0. It is the hydromag-

netic waves which suppress the RMI in MHD by re-

moving the vorticity from the interface. This is because

the vortical motion acts to disturb the magnetic field

and the magnetic tension force which arises, Eq. 7, acts

to restore the field at the Alfven velocity.

∂ρ

∂t
−∇(ρ−→u ) = 0 (3)

ρ(
∂

∂t
+−→u · ∇)−→u =

1

c

−→
J ×

−→
B −∇P (4)

∂e

∂t
+∇ · [(e+ P +

B2

2
)−→u −

−→
B · −→u

−→
B ] = 0 (5)

−→
J =

c

4π
∇×

−→
B (6)

−→
J ×

−→
B =

(
−→
B · ∇)

−→
B

µ0
−∇ B2

2µ0
(7)

∇ ·
−→
B = 0 (8)

Ω

k
=

√
c2
v2s + v2A
c2 + v2A

(9)

In consideration of the research done in literature

previously and with future experiments in mind, this

work will explore a cylindrical interface of perfectly

conducting gases in the presence of a magnetic field

through simulations. The simulations presented are 2D

in cartesian coordinates and consider a 2D (R-Θ) slice

of a cylinder interface with a planar shock wave. The

nomenclature of cylindrical will be adopted with con-

sideration for previous RMI literature on both experi-

ments and simulations. The simulation conditions were

selected to be achievable in experiments at the Uni-

versity of Missouri Fluid Mixing Shock Tube Labora-

tory (FMSTL) [47]; additionally the cylindrical inter-

face was chosen for its unique geometry. The nature of

the cylinder is such that it provides a double interface

[18–20] and does not have a preferential direction with

respect to the shock wave or the magnetic field. How-

ever, the growth of the cylindrical interface exhibits a

dependence on the orientation of the magnetic field rel-

ative to the shock wave. In Fig. 2, the shock wave is

shown traveling in the Y direction. This means the site

of maximum vorticity deposition is |α| = π/2. However,

if the shock wave direction was changed such that it was

traveling in X the maximum vorticity would occur on

|α| = 0, or orthogonal to the shock wave direction. As-

suming the interface is allowed to evolve uninterrupted

by boundaries and magnetic fields the evolution of the

cylindrical RMI would be the same between these two

cases.

However, in the presence of a magnetic field the evo-

lution becomes suppressed and MHD waves work to
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Fig. 2 A 2D schematic representing the effects of the mag-
netic field orientation relative to the shock wave direction on
vorticity. A) The magnetic field is perpendicular to the shock
wave direction cause vortex translation normal to the shock
wave. B) The magnetic field is now parallel to the shock wave
causing vortex translation parallel to the shock wave. In both
magnetic field orientations, the site of maximum baroclinic
vorticity deposition is |α| = pi/2.

carry the vorticity away in the direction of the mag-

netic field. If both the shock wave and magnetic fields

are aligned, the Alfven waves work to transport the vor-

ticity away in the direction of the flow (shock transit

direction). This is shown in Fig. 2A), with the vorticity

being stretched in Y , the direction of the shock wave

motion. Similarly, Fig. 2B) presents a scenario where

the shock wave is traveling in Y and the magnetic field

is in X, or perpendicular to the shock wave direction.

Here the vorticity is carried perpendicularly away from

and through the interface. Thus for other perturbations,

such as the classically studied sine wave, one may be in-

terested in transverse or normal field orientation rela-

tive to the interface; for the cylindrical interface it does

not make sense to discuss normal and transverse di-

rections to the interface but rather the orientation of

the shock wave (pressure field) to the magnetic field.

In this way the cylindrical interface is unique as it is

independent of the direction of the shock wave and is

only sensitive to the orientation of the fields relative to

each other. While work has been done on a converging

cylindrical and spherical interface, both the density and

pressure gradients shared the radial geometry [33,34].

Therefore, to study the cylindrical perturbation in the

MHD RMI this paper will present simulations which

will explore the orientation of the magnetic field with

respect to the shock wave, the strength of the magnetic

field, and the shock wave Mach number effects.

2 Computational Environment

2.1 FLAG Code Description

The 2D simulations presented in this work were per-

formed using the hydrocode FLAG [48,49]. FLAG is

a multi-material multi-physics hydrodynamics code de-

veloped at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL).

FLAG includes a fully unstructured grid mesh, allow-

ing an arbitrary polyhedral mesh, and can function as

an Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) code utilizing

a Lagrangian hydrodynamics step followed by an op-

tional relaxation and remapping step [50,51]. The relax-

ation algorithm in the current work is a Laplacian-type

smoothing, and is performed every cycle. The FLAG

remapping step uses the Flux Corrected Transport (FCT)

algorithm of Boris and Book [50,52] to achieve second-

order accuracy for smooth solutions, while preserving

monotonicity at discontinuities and ensuring conser-

vation. The implementation is directionally unsplit in

2D/3D, based on Zalesak [53] and limited gradients are

computed with the unstructured Barth-Jespersen lim-

iter [54]. Experience suggests both FCT and gradient-

limiting are necessary for high-strain-rate flows on highly

deformed meshes. Multi-material interfaces are recon-

structed using Youngs’ volume of fluid method (VOF)

[55]. FLAG utilizes the ideal MHD equations, shown

above as Eqs. 3 through 8 and utilizes a poisson solver

for divergence control. In addition to treating the mate-

rials as perfect conductors, FLAG also solves the gamma

law equation of state, shown in Eq. 10. Here γ is the ra-

tio of specific heats and e is the internal energy for the

fluid. While FLAG has resistivity capabilities, the cur-

rent work does not consider two fluid MHD, resistivity,

or Hall effects.

P = ρ(γ − 1)e (10)

2.2 Simulation Parameters and Initial Conditions

The simulation parameters for all cases are given in

Table 1. All simulations consider a cylindrical interface

with a diameter of 2 cm. This interface is perfectly con-

ducting nitrogen gas at 2500 K. The interface bulk tem-

perature was selected in regards to the process of ion-

izing nitrogen at atmospheric conditions. The interface

is surrounded by air at 300 K, the unshocked region

is initialized at standard atmospheric pressure. Figure

3, an annotated pseudo-color of plasma mass fraction

(species 2 per the Atwood number definition) given as

ΥP , shows the initial conditions common to all simula-

tions. Here the shock wave is represented by a planar

black line and with an arrow showing the direction of

motion. A diffuse interface was chosen to due to the

large temperature difference between the interface and

its surroundings. This figure also has a thin line visible

in the diffusion layer which represents the 5% plasma
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species contour line and is visible in all images for clar-

ity. While this figure shows the interface, it does not

show the boundaries in either the X or Y directions.

This slice shows the interface at time t = 0 and is a 5 cm

by 5 cm area centered around the interface, this scheme

will be used repeatedly throughout this work. The full

domain is 20 cm by 2000 cm with reflecting boundaries

in X and Y respectively. The resolution in all simula-

tions is 100 nodes per centimeter (200 nodes per cylin-

der diameter) and all images are visualized using the

computational post-processing software ENSIGHT, de-

veloped by Computational Engineering International,

Inc.

Table 1 Initial Conditions

B B‖ B⊥
B (G) 0 100, 250, 500 100, 250, 500
β - 2550, 410, 100 2550, 410, 100
P0 (Pa) 101,325
T1 (K) 300
T2 (K) 2500
ρair(kgm−3) 1.12
ρN2

(kgm−3) 0.136
A 0.79
M 1.2 1.66 2.2
Ups (ms−1)+/- 1% 108 311 514
Di (cm) 2

To investigate the effects of the magnetic field on

the MHD RMI, simulations were conducted over a wide

range of parameters. THe parameter ranges were se-

lected with the design of future experiments in mind.

The first parameter considered is the magnetic field ori-

entation where the traditional RMI, B = 0 is com-

pared to cases with a perpendicular, B = B⊥, or par-

allel magnetic field, B = B‖, of 500 Gauss (G). These

cases all share M = 1.66, a Mach number realizable

within our shock tube [47], and A = 0.79. This study is

presented in Section 3.1. After the orientation effects

are presented, the magnetic field strengths for both

orientations are varied as 100, 250, and 500 G. This

range of field strengths was selected for two reasons;

first, this range is easily achievable for experimentalists

even when considering a shock tube domain, and sec-

ond, if observable suppression occurs at weak magnetic

fields in ideal MHD, it’s possible that even with resis-

tivity effects a strong magnetic field is unnecessary to

suppress the instability. The results for this study are

shown in Section 3.2. Similar to Section 3.1 this section

has M = 1.66 and A = 0.79.

The final parameter investigated within this work is

the Mach number. The two previous studies explored

the effects of the magnetic field, but it is also of interest

Fig. 3 2D species pseudo-color representing all initial con-
ditions for this work. Here the shock wave is traveling in the
+Y -direction and the interface considered as a 2 cm diameter
cylinder of N2 at T = 2500 K. The magnetic field, if present
may be parallel (along Y) or perpendicular (along X) to the
direction of propagation of the shock and is not shown here.
The image is centered about y = 0.

to see how the hydrodynamics variables may affect the

evolution of this interface in MHD. Sections 3.1 and

3.2 utilize M = 1.66, and so this study will expand the

Mach numbers to include M = 1.2 and M = 2.2. These

numbers were selected as they are within the range of

our shock tube, and the post-shock velocity increases by

approximately 200 ms−1 with increasing M . This study

will only consider the B = 0 G and B = B⊥ = 500

G cases. As this work seeks to study a shock driven

hydrodynamic instability in magnetohydrodynamics, it

should be noted that the inclusion of MHD effects can

alter the shock jump equations due to the addition of

the magnetic pressure term [56]. However, the initially

single directional magnetic fields presented here do not

meaningfully change the post shock conditions. This

was observed by looking at the post shock scalar fields

for temperature and pressure, which vary up to 3% from

the expected conditions, and the post shock velocities,

which vary up to 2%. Therefore, the authors feel con-

fident in comparing 500 G magnetic fields cases to the

traditional RMI at different Mach numbers in this work.

When discussing the results, a naming convention

becomes necessary in the face of such a wide parameter

space. As such, the following naming convention will be

used. Each case will be denoted in the following format

M#Bdir# where M# indicates the Mach number and

the # is replaced by a 1.2, 1.7, or 2.2 for a Mach number

of 1.2, 1.66, or 2.2 respectively. The second half of the

nomenclature represents the magnetic field. Here, dir

can be either ⊥ or ‖ to represent a field perpendicular

or parallel to the shock wave direction. The # will be

either 10, 25, or 50 for a field of 100, 250, or 500 G.

Lastly, there are cases where the magnetic field will
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be set to 0 to recover the traditional RMI and will be

denoted by B0. For example, M1.7B0 stands for a case

which considers a Mach number of 1.66 and no magnetic

field.

3 Results

For a traditional cylindrical RMI with these initial con-

ditions, M1.7B0, significant RMI developement occurs

as early as t = 0.5 ms post shock. However, it is de-

sirable for each case to be considered using a standard

temporal scale, especially across the various Mach num-

bers. As such, a non-dimensional time common in RMI

literature will be used for all cases. This time, given

in Eq. 11, is a function of time, the interface ampli-

tude, and the shock wave transit speed or t, η0, and wi

respectively. Since the interface is a cylinder the inter-

face amplitude is replaced by its diameter, thus η0 = d.

Therefore, all simulation results will be presented using

τ for consistency.

τ =
twi

d
(11)

3.1 Magnetic Field Orientation

The first study presented in this work will compare the

M1.7B⊥50 and M1.7B‖50 cases to the traditional RMI

case denoted as M1.7B0. Figure 4 contains the species

pseudo-color with respect to τ and has been annotated

in order to aid discussion. At early time M1.7B0 shows

two large vortices and a thin bubble front. As the sim-
ulation progresses, this bubble front dissipates and the

vortices begin mixing. By late time, the tight vortex

structures have experienced significant mixing leaving

almost no pure plasma species. The most similar MHD

RMI case is M1.7B‖50, where the magnetic field is par-

allel to the shock direction. This case shows similar evo-

lution at early time but with less developed vortices

and a thicker bubble front. At mid-time, large vortex

structures have formed but exhibit less mixing and a

larger area where the plasma species is preserved when

compared to M1.7B0. There is also a morphological

difference in the vortices, as tear drop like spikes form

near the leading edge of the interface. At late time, the

vortices and spike-like structures have been stretched

as the interface grows. However, there is a significant

reduction in species fraction dissipation, which suggests

a reduction in mixing with the surrounding gas.

The middle column shows results from M1.7B⊥50.

Immediately a difference can be seen between this case

and the other two as early as τ ≈ 3. Here, a thick

Fig. 4 Magnetic orientation study; pseudo-color of species
for the M1.7B0, M1.7B⊥50, and M1.7B‖50 cases with re-
spect to τ . The images are centered about y, respective to
τ at y(τ ≈ 3) = 3.11 cm, y(τ ≈ 7) = 7.64 cm, and
y(τ ≈ 15) = 15.55 cm.

bubble front is present with almost no vortex develop-

ment. By mid-time the morphology is significantly dif-

ferent than the other two cases. No vortex features are

present, instead there is a thick bubble front structure.

There is also significantly less mixing, with a strong

concentration of pure plasma. At this time, the bubble

front also exhibits a convex leading edge and a concave

trailing edge. By late time the configuration of these re-

gions have reversed. That is, the interface has inverted

itself. Similar to mid-time, there is almost no change

in the species pseudo-color to suggest additional mix-

ing. Therefore, both magnetic field orientations show

a decrease in qualitative mixing and RMI evolution

when compared to the traditional RMI, with M1.7B‖50

showing similar morphology with reduced qualitative

mixing and M1.7B⊥50 showing no discernible evidence

of the RMI.

It’s common when considering the RMI to try to

quantify the mixing. However, this can be a challenge

as one must determine the amount of mixed fluid versus

the amount of entrainment in the system. The mixed-

ness parameter, given in Eq. (12) is often used in RTI

literature [57], and is considered as the ratio of the mix-

ing half-width layer, h, to the half-width homogeneous

mixing layer, hhom, or simply the ratio of mixing to

entrainment. These widths are functions of the mass

fraction of the plasma species, ΥP , where an overbar

and ′ denote an average and a fluctuating component

respectively. The mixedness is bounded between 0, for
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a case in which no mixing has occurred, and 1 where

two species have mixed completely. To calculate Ξ the

averages were taken in Y while the integrals were taken

in X. This parameter is shown in Fig. 5. Since the qual-

itative evolution is indicative of mixing, it is expected

that the more RMI-like evolution that is observed the

higher the mixedness as time advances. However, in Fig.

5 each case shows an initial decreasing mixedness. Just

after the passage of the shock wave the interface ex-

hibits large scale mixing, or entrainment, due to com-

pression. However, as vorticity becomes active on the
interface a traditional RMI will experience greater small

scale mixing and the mixedness will trend towards. Con-

versely, more suppressed cases which do not experience

small scale mixing may either exhibit a shallow posi-

tive slope or stagnant mixedness behavior. Therefore,

M1.7B0, or the traditional RMI, should exhibit the

highest mixedness. From Fig. 5 this is indeed the case.

It follows then that since M1.7B‖50 is more similar to

M1.7B0 it would have the second highest mixedness

while M1.7B⊥50 has the least. From Fig. 4 it was ex-

pected that the mixing had stopped for M1.7B⊥50 by

τ ≈ 7 with only an interface inversion occuring between

τ ≈ 7 and τ ≈ 15; indeed the mixedness for this case

is stagnant. The authors would like to note that while

mixedness is a quantity sensitive to grid resolution, all

simulations presented in this work share a resolution

of 100 nodes per diameter. Therefore, while mixedness

may scale with the resolution the general trends are ex-

pected to hold so long as each simulation is compared

on a fair grid. It should also be noted that the authors

do not expect to be able to converge integral measure-

ments in a 2D geometry, and thus to get reliable results
one should run 3D simulations. Thus, the mixedness

plots should be considered for their trends only.

Φ =
h

hhom
= 1−

∫ L

−L Υ
′
PΥ
′
P dx∫ L

−L ΥP (1− ΥP )dx
(12)

In order to understand the observed differences in

both qualitative and quantitative mixing between the

cases, one can look at the mechanism responsible for the

evolution of the RMI; that is vorticity. The vorticity is

calculated using Eq. 13. When considering the effects

of MHD waves, it is important to visualize the vorticity

and explore whether that vorticity is causing mixing.

To generate RMI mixing the vorticity must act on the

gradient of species. Thus, a new parameter was created

by taking the magnitude of the species gradient and

multiplying it by the magnitude of the in-plane vortic-

ity, as shown in Eq. 14. This parameter, Ξ, is shown at

late time in Fig. 6 along side ω.

Fig. 5 Mixedness, Ξ, with respect to τ for the magnetic
orientation study.

−→ω = ∇×−→u (13)

Ξ = |∇ΥP ||−→ω | (14)

In Fig. 6 ω is shown at times τ ≈ 3, 7, and 15 while

Ξ is shown only at late time. For M1.7B0 the vortic-

ity is very neatly organized with similar behavior to

the corresponding species pseudo-color. It was previ-

ously discussed that the maximum vorticity will be de-

posited at two sites normal to the shock wave direction.

Its also known that the vorticity will be advected by the

MHD waves along the field lines. M1.7B‖50 shows this

through a stretched vortex field. The M1.7B‖50 case

has a similar vorticity field to M1.7B0; that is two vor-

tices at ±π/2. However, the vorticity has been stretched

and organized into layers as opposed to cores and can be

seen to be acting over a larger area than the interface.

The vorticity only appreciably intersects the interface

on the outside perimeter of the leading edge near the

tear drop like spikes. This stretched, less organized vor-

tex field can explain both the stretching of the interface

and the reduction in mixing.

The vorticity field in M1.7B‖50 exhibits a stretched

field as predicted by previous discussion, thus one might

expect the perpendicular magnetic field to move the

vorticity normal to the shock wave direction inM1.7B⊥50

causing vortex competition. This would not only re-

move the vorticity from the interface faster than in

M1.7B‖50, which advects tangentially in such a way

as to interact with the interface over a longer time, but

it could cause vorticity to compete within the inter-

face and potentially cancel. While vortex competition
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may also occur in a parallel field case, the lack of vor-

tex stretching in the direction of the shock wave pro-

pogation in the perpendicular field may lead to greater

vortex cancellation. In M1.7B⊥50 the signs of vortic-

ity have switched, that is the positive vorticity is on

the right of the interface and the negative on the left,

suggesting vortex advection across the interface. The

vorticity also appears to be weaker than in the other

two cases, also suggesting some mechanism to reduce

the total vorticity.

In an effort to illuminate the effects of the vortic-

ity advection Ξ visualizes the interaction of vorticity

and the species gradient, which is the source of mix-

ing, and is shown in the second row of Fig. 6. M1.7B0

shows a Ξ field very similar to the vorticity and species.

There is a strong Ξ core where the plasma mass frac-

tion approaches one and the vorticity is the strongest,

and layers of Ξ where vorticity works to mix the inter-

face with the surrounding species; driving the species

gradient to decay. The results of the stretched vortic-

ity field in M1.7B‖50 can also be seen in Ξ to cause

mixing in the outer leading edges of the rollup struc-

tures. Here moderate vorticity acts on a very strong

species gradient creating Ξ twice the magnitude expe-

rienced in M1.7B0. Despite its strength, Ξ only works

on the outer edge of the interface, causing the interface

to stretch but not mix to levels seen in M1.7B0.

In M1.7B⊥50, Ξ is a full order of magnitude smaller

than the other cases. Here, despite there being a large

species gradient, that is almost no mixing has occurred,

creating a large area with a steep species gradient. There

is also almost no vorticity acting on the interface. In

fact, the majority of the Ξ which can be seen in this

case appears at the leading and trailing edges of the in-

terface, the areas where the inversion is most apparent.

This also explains why the vortex features do not exist

in this case; there is no vorticity acting on the edges of

the interface where the vortices would form.

To quantify the energy in the vorticity enstrophy is

used, calculated as shown in Eq. 15. Enstrophy is typ-

ically integrated across the entire simulation domain,

as the enstrophy exists at the interface for a RMI and

thus must be an accurate representation of the energy

working to drive the instability. However, in MHD it

has been shown that the vorticity advects, leaving the

interface without mixing. As such, it is important to see

what differences the area of integration can show for the

enstrophy. This can be illuminated by Fig. 7. In this

figure, two enstrophy values are plotted for M1.7B0,

M1.7B‖50, and M1.7B⊥50. The first enstrophy value,

the local enstrophy, is denoted by the case name with

a succeeding R. To calculate this value, the integral in

Eq. 15 is taken across the same reduced area shown in

Fig. 6 Late time pseudo-colors for ω and Ξ for the magnetic
orientation study. The images are centered about y, respective
to τ at y(τ ≈ 3) = 3.11 cm, y(τ ≈ 7) = 7.64 cm, and y(τ ≈
15) = 15.55 cm.

images, a 5 cm by 5 cm square centered about the inter-

face. The other quantity, labeled with a T implies the

traditional enstrophy taken across the entire domain.

Comparing the reduced area enstrophy between cases,

it can be seen that M1.7B0 has the most enstrophy,

which can be expected as the traditional RMI exhibits

the most mixing and the highest vorticity. M1.7B‖50

has less enstrophy in early time but this steadily in-

creases until it reaches similar levels toM1.7B0. Similar

to the previous discussion, M1.7B⊥50 shows an overall

net decrease through time when compared to the other

two cases. By late time the local enstrophy tends to low

levels as the vorticity is carried away from the interface.

Since this is a large reduction in local enstrophy it be-

comes necessary to consider the total enstrophy to see

if the difference between the cases is due to the reduced

area or the MHD effects. Here, it can be seen that the

M1.7B0 and M1.7B‖50 cases have similar enstrophy

when compared to their reduced area values. In fact,

it becomes difficult to see any difference for M1.7B0

which is to be expected as there is no magnetic field to

carry the vorticity away. In the M1.7B⊥50 case some

of the lost local enstrophy is recovered by integrating

across the entire domain, but a significant reduction

in total enstrophy is observed compared to M1.7B0

and M1.7B‖50. Both MHD RMI cases exhibit less to-

tal enstrophy than the RMI suggesting that the MHD
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Fig. 7 The total and reduced area (local) enstrophy for the
M1.7B0, M1.7B⊥5, and M1.7B‖5 cases.

waves cause vortex competition with the greatest effect

in M1.7B⊥50 due to the normal direction of the Alfven

velocity.

The magnitudes of integral mixing measurements,

such as mixedness and enstrophy, are grid dependent

and are difficult to achieve convergence with a limited

resolution [58]. Previous work using a similar ALE code
has shown that a resolution of over 1400 zones/diameter

is necessary for convergence of enstrophy in inviscid

simulations of a shock-cylinder problem like that pre-

sented here [59]. Despite this requirement for high reso-

lition simulations and experimental comparisons have

shown that even low resolution studies capture the mor-

phology of the interface well and reproduce the effect of

changing the Atwood number [60]. In addition, 2D sim-
ulations show similar results to 3D simulations for ealy

time but they over predict vorticity by approximately

10% at late times [61].

ε =

∫
−→ω · −→ω dA (15)

In effort to explain why the interface mixing has

differed from the traditional RMI in the MHD cases the

vorticity has been studied. However, the movement of

the vorticity, highlighted by the reduced area enstrophy,

can offer a complicated story to consider. In an effort

to capture the relationship between the species gradient

and vorticity, Ξ was used to give a qualitative metric

at a single time in Fig. 6. To try to quantify this over

time a correlation coefficient was created to relate the

species gradient and vorticity as shown in Eq. 16. In

this equation, the numerator is similar to Ξ and is in

fact the origin of this parameter.

Fig. 8 The correlation coefficient with respect to τ for the
magnetic orientation study.

The correlation coefficient relating the species gra-

dient and vorticity, here out referred to simply as the

correlation coefficient, is plotted in Fig. 8. M1.7B0 ex-

hibits the highest correlation between vorticity and the

species gradient throughout time. However, this cor-

relation decreases with respect to time. This is due

to the nature of mixing, as vorticity acts on the in-

terface it breaks down the species gradient and thus

tends towards a lower correlation. The correlation for

M1.7B‖50 also shows similar behavior to M1.7B0 al-

though less correlated through time. As opposed to

mixing, the decrease of the correlation coefficient for

M1.7B‖50 can be attributed to the vorticity advection

away from the interface. Here, the vorticity acts to elon-

gate the interface but doesn’t cause mixing every where.

M1.7B⊥50 shows significantly less correlation at late

time than the other cases. This is due to the vorticity

motion along the magnetic field lines rather than mix-

ing, which drops the correlation coefficient to a value

lower than 0.1.

CC =
〈|∇ΥP ||−→ω |〉√
〈|∇ΥP |2〉〈|−→ω |2〉

(16)

The following sections will only consider the species

and vorticity pseudo-colors qualitatively and the cor-

relation coefficient and the mixedness plots quantita-

tively. Through the observation of these parameters one

can infer the others. For instance, along with the knowl-

edge presented in this section, one can infer the inter-

action of the vorticity with the species gradient, Ξ, by

observing the mixedness and the vorticity field. If the

mixedness increases and there is vorticity present at

the interface, then it would be expected Ξ would show

the interaction of the species gradient and the vorticity.

The enstrophy in Fig. 7 was used to show that the en-

ergy in the vorticity decreases in the presence of a mag-
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netic field, and that one can quantify the energy of the

vorticity acting on the interface by considering a small

area about the interface. However, when considering the

species psuedo-color and the mixedness, one can infer

the species gradient behavior through time. Thus, any

differences between the mixedness and the correlation

coefficient must be due to the behavior of the vorticity,

which can be shown via the vorticity psuedo-color.

3.2 Magnetic Field Strength

The previous section showed that both the presence of

a magnetic field and the orientation of said field effects

the evolution of the MHD RMI. Therefore, it is of inter-

est to vary the strength of the initialized magnetic field,

which controls the dispersion of the MHD waves via

the Alfven velocity. Thus, this section includes both the

parallel and perpendicular magnetic configurations and

varies them from 100, 250, and 500 G. Figure 9 shows

species pseudo-color plots for the parallel field config-

uration. It is expected that the weaker the magnetic

field, the more similar to the traditional RMI the insta-

bility will be. The weaker magnetic fields will remove

vorticity from the interface at a slower rate allowing

more time for the baroclinic vorticity to cause mixing.

It was previously shown that at early times M1.7B‖50

was similar to M1.7B0 it follows that both M1.7B‖10

and M1.7B‖25 will exhibit vortex-like features. In fact,

at τ ≈ 3 these two cases look very similar to M1.7B0.

However, by mid-time the field strength effects become

noticeable. Here, M1.7B‖10 shows similar organization

to the traditional RMI but with a much tighter inter-

face and no spike-like structure emerging on the lead-

ing edge. This organization continues through late time

with tight vortices that have more pure plasma species

than the traditional case. Thus, while M1.7B‖10 is very

similar to M1.7B0 it still has reduced mixing.

M1.7B‖25 shows a similar instability to M1.7B‖50,

mid-time tear drop like spikes are developed. However,

in M1.7B‖25 these spikes are on the inner leading edge.

This trend continues into late time with the elonga-

tion of these spikes and the preservation of the plasma

species. That is, as the parallel magnetic field strength

is increased, the RMI mixing is further decreased.

Tabling the discussion on the parallel field for a mo-

ment, consider Fig. 10. This figure contains a similar

study as Fig. 9 but for the perpendicular field. Similar

to the parallel field study, the early time weaker mag-

netic field cases show stronger similarities to M1.7B0.

That is,M1.7B⊥10 andM1.7B⊥25 both have clear vor-

tex features and a thin bubble front. However, with

increasing magnetic field strength the vortices are re-

duced in size and the bubble front is thickened. Un-

Fig. 9 Magnetic strength study; Pseudo-color of species for
the parallel magnetic field cases with respect to τ . The images
are centered about y, respective to τ at y(τ ≈ 3) = 3.11 cm,
y(τ ≈ 7) = 7.64 cm, and y(τ ≈ 15) = 15.55 cm.

like M1.7B‖10, M1.7B⊥10 shows significant departure

from the RMI by mid-time. Here M1.7B⊥10 shows flat-

tened vortex structures connected by a diffusive bubble

front, a component which is negligible in M1.7B0. At

late time, in M1.7B⊥10 the bubble front prevails, al-

beit stretched and diffusive. The vortex structures have

thinned as mixing has worked to diffuse the plasma

species, but the morphology and mixing is significantly

different even in the presence of this weak perpendicular

magnetic field. This evolution is as different from the

traditional RMI as the evolution in M1.7B⊥50. How-

ever, instead of obvious suppression this interface ap-

pears very diffusive and stretched. Qualitatively it is

difficult to claim that M1.7B⊥10 is suppressed com-

pared to M1.7B0, although it is clearly effected by the

magnetic field.

M1.7B⊥25 is more similar to M1.7B⊥50 exhibiting

a strong bubble front at mid-time. Unlike M1.7B⊥50

M1.7B⊥25 has significant curvature, which resembles

the mushroom shape in M1.7B⊥10. The vortices which

were present at early time have almost vanished, with

thin finger-like structures shown peeling back at mid-

time. At late time these structures are gone and only

a sharp point remains on either side of the interface.

At this time M1.7B⊥25 has a significant reduction in

mixing from M1.7B⊥10 though more curvature than

M1.7B⊥50. WhileM1.7B⊥25 has not inverted it’s lead-

ing and trailing edges, the finger-like structures which
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Fig. 10 Magnetic strength study; pseudo-color of species for
the perpendicular magnetic field cases with respect to τ . The
images are centered about y, respective to τ at y(τ ≈ 3) =
3.11 cm, y(τ ≈ 7) = 7.64 cm, and y(τ ≈ 15) = 15.55 cm.

formed in place of vortices have seemingly been in-

verted. This is likely the same mechanism that works

to invert the interface in M1.7B⊥50, albeit weaker due

to the weaker magnetic field.

Figure 11 shows the mixedness for the magnetic field

strength study. Similar to the qualitative mixing in Fig-

ure 9, M1.7B‖10 shows the most similar mixedness to

M1.7B0. Both cases steady out around τ ≈ 7, however

M1.7B‖10 shows a reduction throughout time. Interest-

ingly the 250 and 500 G fields exhibit similar mixedness

history for the parallel and perpendicular fields respec-

tively. This indicates that while increasing the strength

of a magnetic field may change the morphology of the

species and vorticity fields, there may be a limit to its

effect on mixing. That is, the MHD waves are a func-

tion of the Alfven velocity, which in turn is a function

of the magnetic field strength. Despite any macroscopic

changes to the interface, the mixedness suggests that

the maximum suppression, within the range of these

magnetic field strengths, can happen as low as 250 G for

either field orientation with no additional effect made

apparent by doubling the magnetic field strength.

Perhaps the most interesting case in this section is

M1.7B⊥10. Figure 10 shows a significantly stretched in-

terface throughout time. This is the only case in which

a thin bubble front connects to vortex features at late

times. Qualitatively it’s difficult to know if the regions

where the plasma species fraction is more concentrated

Fig. 11 The mixedness for the magnetic strength study. Here
B0 is included to highlight the effects of the magnetic field.

have a greater area than other cases, but the mixed-

ness seems to suggest that M1.7B⊥10 has superior mix-

ing even compared to the traditional RMI. This is be-

cause the vortex field is stretched and weakened by the

magnetic field, stretching the interface without break-

ing down the bubble front or organizing vortices fully.

This creates a larger mixing surface area, thus lead-

ing to greater mixedness, or a larger ratio of mixing to

entrainment. This condition may be temporary, as the

bubble front separates with time, leading to a mixed-

ness more similar to the other cases at late times.

To understand the qualitative and quantitative mix-

ing differences in figures 9, 10, and 11; the late time vor-

ticity field is shown in Fig. 12. For both fields, the or-

ganization of the vortex field increasingly breaks down

with stronger field strengths. As discussed earlier, this is

because the vorticity is being carried away from the in-

terface along the magnetic field lines eventually causing

vortex competition. For the parallel cases, the vorticity

field takes on a mushroom shape with strong organized

vortex cores. For M1.7B‖10 the magnetic field is weak

enough that the majority of the vorticity is not removed

from the interface and thus causes RMI mixing. As the

magnetic field strength increases, the vorticity advects

further away from the interface. In M1.7B‖25 the orga-

nized vorticity seems to form more sheet-like structures

and is pushed into the stem region causing the inner

teardrop like spikes to form. This vorticity is moved

further away in M1.7B‖50. Evidence of the inner spike

can be seen more clearly here, however as the vorticity

is pushed away further to the outside of the interface,

the outer leading-edge spike is more prevalent.

The mushroom shape of the vorticity field, notice-

able in the parallel cases, is also apparent in the weak

perpendicular cases. For M1.7B⊥10 the field is very

similar to M1.7B‖10. However, here the vorticity move-
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Fig. 12 Late time vorticity field for the magnetic strength
study. The images are centered about y(τ ≈ 15) = 15.55 cm.

ment is clearly more normal to the direction causing the

vorticity to create a large diffusive interface which may

indicate more mixing. The vorticity is also less orga-

nized with more visible layers. Comparing these two

cases, it is also noticeable that M1.7B⊥10 has more

positive and negative vorticity interaction than inM1.7B‖10,

which has more organized strong positive vorticity on

the left-hand side and negative on the right. InM1.7B⊥25

the mushroom shape vorticity field becomes stunted in

the direction of shock transit, with the vorticity be-

ing pushed to the side by the perpendicular magnetic
field. Here, more negative vorticity can be seen on the

left, while stronger positive vorticity is apparent on the

right having already alternated sides due to the tra-

verse MHD waves. In this case a complex interaction

of positive and negative vorticity can be seen near the

bottom side of the interface. Earlier in time, these spike

structures appeared like roll-ups which eventually took

finger-like shapes at mid-time (see τ ≈ 7 Fig. 10) and

have disappeared by late time. It’s likely this vortex

interaction is responsible for the apparent reduction in

organization of this structure, and that this same inter-

action is responsible for the late time inversion of the

M1.7B⊥50 case.

The correlation coefficient for the magnetic field study

is presented in Fig. 13. Similarly to what was observed

in Fig. 11, M1.7B⊥10 has a higher correlation due to

the stretched species and vorticity fields. That is, the

species gradient acts over a larger area and at a greater

magnitude than M1.7B0, driving up both mixedness

and the correlation between the fields. Aside fromM1.7B⊥10,

Fig. 13 The correlation coefficient, given as Eq. 16, for the
magnetic strength study

it might be expected that M1.7B0 is the most cor-

related considering the absence of MHD effects. How-

ever, the correlation coefficient is dependent upon the

magnitude of vorticity acting on the magnitude of the

species gradient. Therefore, if a case were to exceed

the correlation of the traditional RMI it would need ei-

ther greater vorticity at the interface or a larger, longer

lasting species gradient. It has been shown explicitly

that in the presence of a magnetic field the vorticity

moves away from the interface in Section 3.1, and Fig.

12 shows that even a weak magnetic field can affect

the vortex field. Therefore, the increased correlation

in M1.7B⊥10 is due to the larger interface with steep
species gradients.

M1.7B‖10 and M1.7B‖25 have a similar correla-

tion to M1.7B0. This is easy to explain for M1.7B‖10,

which is the most similar case to M1.7B0, both through

qualitative mixing and in its vortex field. M1.7B‖25

gets its large correlation then from its species gradi-

ent. Figure 10 shows a relatively unmixed stretched in-

terface, with a large gradient of species in the inner

leading-edge spikes. Looking at Fig. 12 the majority of

the strong vorticity acting on the interface acts on this

region, causing the mixedness seen in Fig. 11. Thus, the

large correlation coefficient is due to the interaction of

this large gradient with its vorticity, whereas the corre-

lation coefficient for M1.7B0 is due to the large vortic-

ity acting on the species gradient. The remaining cases

act as one may predict. That is, neglecting M1.7B⊥10,

as the magnetic field strength is increased the corre-

lation coefficient is decreased, and the perpendicular

field cases exhibit less correlation than their parallel

field counterparts.
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3.3 Incident Shock Wave Strength

In the previous section the magnetic field strengths

and orientations were varied for the cylindrical MHD

RMI with M = 1.66. This Mach number provides the

pressure gradient necessary to deposit baroclinic vor-

ticity. It is common to vary the Mach number in lit-

erature to understand how an interface might evolve

due to different impulsive accelerations. This is impor-

tant as Richtmyer’s linear model says that the am-

plitude growth of the RMI instability is proportional

to the shock jump velocity [12], thus increasing the

Mach number leads to a stronger instability. In addi-

tion to creating a stronger instability, the Mach num-

ber also determines post-shock conditions that influ-

ence the evolution of the interface (e.g. density). In the

MHD RMI, the density also effect the MHD wave ve-

locities. Thus, two additional Mach numbers will be

studied here; M = 1.2 and M = 2.2. These Mach num-

bers were selected for their incremental increase in the

shock jump velocity by ≈ 200 ms−1. This study is dif-

ferent from those presented in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 as

it is not a study on MHD parameters alone, but rather

on a traditional hydrodynamic variable which has MHD

consequences. Both the classic RMI, B = 0, and a per-

pendicular magnetic field of 500 gauss, B = B⊥ = 500

G, will be presented for each Mach number. The per-

pendicular magnetic field was selected as it shows the

greatest difference from the RMI case.

Figure 14 shows the species and the vorticity pseudo-

colors at late time, τ ≈ 15. The traditional RMI cases,

shown in the top row of Fig. 14, exhibit classic RMI be-

havior which has been described in other works. There-

fore, for brevity it will only be said that with increas-

ing Mach number more baroclinic vorticity is deposited

on the interface driving mixing at a faster rate. Hence

M2.2B0 evolves faster and exhibits more mixing and

stronger vorticity than either M1.7B0 or M1.2B0. The

cases all share similar organization in the species and

vorticity fields.

Moving on to consider the MHD RMI, the mag-

netic field cases are shown in the second row of Fig.

14. At late time M1.2B⊥50 shows a large very round

interface with almost no mixing. Here, the interface has

been slightly compressed but otherwise undisturbed.

Its organization is very similar to the initial conditions

(Fig. 3) with a thick, clear, and unmixed diffusion layer.

Looking at its vortex field, one can see almost no vor-

ticity near the surface of the interface, and indeed what

vorticity is present in this image is low enough to be in-

comparable when considering the magnitude of vortic-

ity inM1.2B0. As the Mach number increases the MHD

RMI interfaces exhibit greater compression. In addition

to this compression it appears as though the greater

Mach number also leads to more mixing of the diffu-

sion layer. For example, when considering M1.7B⊥50,

the interface shows more compression than its low Mach

number neighbor. The high Mach number case,M2.2B⊥50

shows a highly compressed interface with significantly

less mixing and no resemblance to its magnetic field

free counter-part, M2.2B0. The vorticity field of both

these cases is similar in that they exhibit negative and

positive layers of vorticity on the left and right sides of

the interface respectively and neither case appears to

have any vorticity active on the interface.

To understand how this has occurred, one should

remember the mechanisms which work to remove vor-

ticity are a function of the Alfven velocity. While the

magnetic field in these cases is initialized at 500 G, the

Alfven velocity also has the density of the species in the

denominator. Thus, there are two effects to consider for

a larger Mach number. First off, the post shock density

is proportional to the Mach number while the Alfven

velocity is inversely proportional to the density. Since

the magnetic field is also a function of the density of

the perfect conductor, (Eq. 6), the Alfven velocity then

goes as ≈ ρ1/2, meaning that VA then increases with in-

creasing Mach number. Of course the higher Mach num-

ber will also deposit a higher vorticity at the interface.

Thus, higher Mach number cases will have stronger vor-

ticity deposition that acts on the interface for a shorter

amount of time.

Figure 15 shows the mixedness for the Mach num-

ber study. The non-magnetic cases (black lines) show

greater mixing with increasing Mach number as ex-

pected for the RMI. However, in the presence of a mag-

netic field the higher Mach numbers exhibit lower mixed-

ness. It was observed that M2.2B⊥50 is more com-

pressed and exhibits a smaller diffusion layer than the

other cases. Again, the mixedness is the ratio of mixing

to entrainment. The area of entrainment between the

MHD RMI cases is similar but as the stronger Mach

number cases have greater Alfven velocity there is less

time for the vorticity to act on them and cause mixing.

This, paired with a smaller diffusion layer, leads to a

reduced mixing width which in turn leads to less mixed-

ness. Therefore, despite the observed interface compres-

sion in Fig. 14, M2.2B⊥50 exhibits less mixedness than

M1.7B⊥50 which in turn exhibits less then M1.2B⊥50.

Finally, Fig. 16 shows the correlation coefficient for

the Mach number study. Considering only the tradi-

tional RMI cases, it is expected that the higher the

Mach number the lower the correlation due to mixing

driving the species gradient to zero. This can be seen

in Fig. 16, where M1.2B0 has the highest correlation

coefficient and M2.2B0 has the lowest of the classic
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Fig. 14 The late time species and vorticity plots for the incident shock wave strength study. The species pseudo-colors are all
on the same scale shown on the right of the image while the vortices are Mach number specific and shown below each group.
The images are centered about y, respective to M at y(M = 1.2) = 7.60 cm, y(M = 1.7) = 15.55 cm, and y(M = 2.2) = 19.40
cm.

Fig. 15 The mixedness for the incident shock wave study.
Small dash lines indicate M = 1.22, solid lines indicate
M = 1.66, and large dash lines indicate M = 2.2; while black
represents cases without a magnetic field and blue represents
cases with a perpendicular magnetic field of 500 G.

RMI cases. For the MHD RMI cases a increasing cor-

relation is observed with increasing Mach number and

the M1.2B⊥50 shows the smallest correlation, for all

cases, at late time. From the qualitative evidence this

makes sense, the vorticity deposited is simply too weak

to cause mixing and doesn’t remain near the interface

thus driving the correlation coefficient down.

M2.2B⊥5 exhibits the greatest correlation of the

MHD RMI cases. This is due to the large magnitude

of vorticity deposited at the interface. The vorticity is

advected via the MHD waves but acts over a larger area

and at a greater magnitude everywhere than its weaker

Mach number counterparts. Therefore, while stronger

baroclinic vorticity is able to further compress the in-

terface, it is also advected quicker over a greater area

and at a higher magnitude. This can be seen by look-

ing at the vortex fields for the MHD RMI cases in Fig.

14. M2.2B⊥50 exhibits the largest vortex field at the

highest magnitude despite its higher vortex advection.

Similarly, the vortex field in M1.7B⊥50 covers a larger

area at a stronger magnitude than M.12B⊥50 but is

still weaker than M2.2B⊥50. Thus, despite there being

little to no vorticity acting on the interface in any of the

MHD RMI cases, there is increasingly more with higher

Mach numbers leading to an increased correlation co-

efficient. However, each of the MHD RMI cases exhibit

far less correlation than their classic RMI counterparts.

4 Conclusions

This work studied the cylindrical MHD RMI by varying

the magnetic field orientation, magnetic field strength,

and the incident shock wave Mach number (accelera-

tion strength). The cylindrical interface was selected

as its evolution is independent of the orientation of ei-

ther the shock wave or the magnetic field direction. In-

stead, the evolution depends only on the orientation

of the shock transit direction relative to the magnetic

field. The magnetic field parameters were selected to

explore their effects on vorticity advection caused by

MHD waves, while the Mach number was selected to

explore how increasing baroclinic vorticity deposition
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Fig. 16 The correlation coefficients for the incident shock
wave study. Small dash lines indicate M = 1.22, solid lines
indicate M = 1.66, and large dash lines indicate M = 2.2;
while black represents cases without a magnetic field and blue
represents cases with a perpendicular magnetic field of 500 G.

may effect the growth of the MHD RMI. It was shown

that interface mixing is a function of the amount of

vorticity deposition, the rate at which vorticity is ad-

vected, and the advection direction via Alfven waves.

This leads to a rich parameter space where some coun-

terintuitive results are found in mixing measures. To

understand the parameter space the simulations were

observed qualitatively via species and vorticity fields

and quantitatively through mixedness, enstrophy, and

the correlation coefficient of the vorticity and species

gradient. It was found that in general the presence of

the magnetic field suppresses RMI-like evolution by the

advection of vorticity, with a stronger field, and prefer-

ential field orientation resulting in greater suppression.

Overall, it was shown that interface mixing is a func-

tion of the amount of vorticity deposition, the rate at

which it is advected, and the direction it is advected by

Alfven waves.

Expanding upon results found in literature, it was

shown here that the presence of either a perpendicu-

lar or parallel magnetic field in the MHD RMI sup-

presses RMI evolution; with a perpendicular magnetic

field showing less mixedness and significantly reduced

RMI morphology compared its parallel field counter-

part. This is because in the presence of a magnetic field

the whole of the deposited baroclinic vorticity, which

drives the evolution in the RMI, no longer remains on

the density gradient. This interaction, shown by the

species-gradient-vorticity correlation, can be seen to be

significantly reduced for the MHD RMI cases when

compared to the traditional RMI. The differences in

field orientation are further highlighted by the vortic-

ity field and enstrophy. The vorticity is stretched sig-

nificantly in the direction of the magnetic field, hence

the parallel field stretches the vorticity along the shock

wave direction. Enstrophy versus time curves, for all

enstrophy and enstrophy only near the interface show

that both orientations result in lower total enstrophy

but that the perpendicular orientation has much lower

enstrophy near the interface. Furthermore, vorticity is

able to traverse the interface rapidly in the perpendicu-

lar field orientation, allowing positive and negative vor-

ticity from opposite sides of the interface to interact

and compete, diminishing the enstrophy.

As the magnetic fields are the driving mechanism for

the vorticity transport it follows then that as the mag-

netic field strength increases so does the suppression of

the RMI evolution. However, by examining magnetic

fields of 100, 250, and 500 G in both orientations two

nonobvious effects were observed. First, there appears

to be some limit to the effectiveness of the magnetic

field on mixing. That is, for both field orientations in-

creasing the magnetic field from 250 to 500 G did not

significantly affect the mixedness. However, the vortic-

ity and species fields displayed differences in morphol-

ogy. Secondly, a competing effect was observed for the

perpendicular field of 100 G. Here the magnetic field

was unable to remove the vorticity from the interface

but instead moved it in such a way as to cause signif-

icant morphological differences. This interface appears

much more diffusive and exhibits higher mixedness and

correlation than any other case with M = 1.66. This

implies that while strong fields have been shown to

suppress the RMI there may be a regime where mag-

netic fields can be used to redistribute vorticity through

an interface and increase mixing. This effect is likely

unique to the perpendicular orientation and the cylin-

drical interface.

While the magnetic fields drive the MHD effects,

the mach number drives the hydrodynamics and ex-

ploring the initial Mach number in this work revealed

another competing effect. Its known that for the RMI,

an increasing Mach number leads to increased interface

mixing due to the increased baroclinic vorticity deposi-

tion. However, the opposite was observed for the MHD

RMI. Qualitatively, the higher Mach number cases fur-

ther compressed the interface in the MHD RMI. How-

ever, this actively drove down mixedness by compress-

ing the diffusion layer, the area where mixing could oc-

cur. While the stronger deposited vorticity worked to

compress the interface it was advected away by higher

Alfven velocities, due to the higher post-shock density.

Despite this, it was also shown that the stronger vor-

ticity deposition resulted in a more correlated but un-

mixed interface. Thus the higher Mach number cases
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exhibited less mixedness and higher vortex advection

in MHD.

This work has shown that interface mixing is a func-

tion of the amount of vorticity deposition, the rate at

which it is advected, and the direction it is advected

by Alfven waves. This leads to a rich parameter space

where some counterintuitive results are found in mixing

measures. Further simulations are planned to explore

these results further and study the MHD RMI with

extended MHD effects, resistivity, two-fluid modeling,

and in 3D. The authors of this paper are also planning

to investigate the parameters shown within this work

through experiments planned at the University of Mis-

souri Fluid Mixing and Shock Tube Laboratory.
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